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FURTHER CHRONOLOGICAL NOTES ON BYZANTINE DOCUMENTS

1. BGU III 900

This lease, drawn up and preserved in two copies written one below the

other, was dated by the editor (Schubart) "aus byzantinischer Zeit". The

remnants of the regnal formula indeed seem rather unpromising:

(lines 1-2) + BomA.Etac TOO 9ELOTd,T£[u ...

aluvCou AUYoOarou AfiTOHpdTopo[c ...

(lines 14-15) <• BaaiAECac. TOÛ OELOTÓITOU f\v&v 6Eono[Tou ...

TOG aCwvCou AÓYOÓOTOU AUTOMPO.(TOPOS) STOUQ T[ . . .

The only other chronological information preserved is the indication in line

20 that the lease begins Anô HOOTIÛV Tfic fôv OE$ ôeuTEpaç tvouttTlœvoc ...

We are, therefore, currently in a first indiction. Since no instances of

regnal dating are found in Egypt under Justinian without having also a con-

sular dating, and this type of regnal formula does not antedate Justinian

(see RFBE 45), we have the choice only of 567/8 and 582/3. For by 597/8, the

next indiction 1, the use of an invocation had become essentially universal

(see Cd'E 56, 1981, 115-17), and a photograph kindly provided by Dr.G.Poeth-

ke shows that the top is complete and that the invocation cannot be lost

there.

Now the village of Ibion Sesymbothis (line 18) indicates a Hermopolite

provenance: see Marie Drew-Bear, Le nome Hermopolite (Am.Stud.Pap.21, Mis-

soula 1979) 127. For the reign of Justinus, only one regnal formula is known

for that nome, namely RFBE 50, form.3 (i.e. CSBE version 2A), which uniform-

ly begins ßaaiAEtae xat (mare tac.. It seems, then, that Justinus can be ex-

cluded.

We are left with 582/3, a year during which Mauriclus came to the throne

on 13.viii.582 at the death of Tiberius. If our document were dated by Ti-

berius (using RFBE 57, form.9), it could be referring to his year 4 (reckoned

from 578, see CSBE 90 n.1 and BASF 17, 1980, 22), thus reading TteTdptou] in

line 15. This peculiarity of using 578/9 as regnal year 1 is upper Egyptian,

as Kramer and Hagedorn noticed (ZPE 42, 1981, 126), and thus poses no ob-

stacle. Now documents are dated in Oxyrhynchos by Tiberius as late as 11.x.

* Apart from the usual abbreviations, we refer to the following works of
ours as indicated: CSBE = Chronological Systems of Byzantine Egypt (Stud.
Amst.8, Zutphen 1978); RFBE = Regnal Formulas in Byzantine Egypt (HASP Suppl.
2, Missoula 1979). We are grateful to various colleagues for their help;
they are named throughout as appropriate.
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582 (RPBE 56; but his death was known there by 23.xi., P.Oxy.XVI 1976) and a
date between l.v.582 and 11.x.582 (or a bit later) is therefore possible.

One could also, however, restore Mauricius (RFBE 61, form.7), year one,

emending T to TI and restoring n[pt!>Tou, or 582/3, with a date after 11.x.582.

On the photograph, we can see no basis for preferring one letter or the

other. A lease would most likely come from the fall of 582, which would

allow either solution. A year other than 582/3, however, seems to us ex-

cluded1'.

2. P. Flor. I 3

Fourth-century consular dates in the papyri normally either give two

names for each consul or one for each. We do not find writers mentioning,

let us say, Septimius Acindynus and Proculus; either it is Septimius Acindy-

nus and Populonius Proculus, or it is Acindynus and Proculus. If two names

are given — as is usual in actual dates — Flavius may be one of them, but it

is not used as a prefix to two names.

The published text of P.. Flor. I 3 can be seen to offer an exception to

this rule. There, in lines 23-24, we find

4A.(aut.ou) nocrtouuLOU TiTi[avou TO 0 xou

0[ ...... NEHUT ] Lavou MEaopn t • 1

suggested in a note, is indeed to be restored in this date by the

consuls of 301. But the appearance of Flavius in line 23 is disconcerting .

On the plate (Tav. II), confirmed by a drawing of the ink traces kindly pro-

vided by Dr.R.Pintaudi, we see remains which we believe are incompatible

with a reading OX. Rather, they seem to be the -ac at the end of unaTet]ac.

The text therefore conforms to the rule stated above.

3. P.Michael.28

This document contains, according to its first editor, D.S.Crawford, a

"fragment of official letter". After a lengthy address, we find in lines 14-

16 a phrase in which the duration of a certain obligation is stipulated:

14 e<p' 3v xpovov f\ xpe'a dnaLTEt dxpi. au£il>[£ws

15 TiplTne ToOöE TOO unvote c.16 le 1Î/ H(a)t c J/

1) We take the opportunity to note a few minor corrections to the text:
line 10, read IUnoOc; 17, read IHnoGTOc AoXoÖTOc; 28, read IHnoOc AoXootoc.

2) The second copy mentioned by the editor gives only [TlITKXVOU x[ai ]
[ ].ou, according to Dr.Pintaudi, and thus had only one name for each

consul.
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In a note added by E.G.Turner and H.I. Bell, it is remarked that years 8=6

might be interpreted, on the analogy of PSI VII 820.26,39, as regnal years

of Maximinus and Constantine, A.D. 31 1-12, and it is proposed to restore the

lacuna in line 15 as

ToOoE TOO unvote x TOO êveoTöTolc n// «etc ejy

unfortunately, the regnal years 8=6 were not indexed at the end of the

volume (p. 148, Index II: Imperial Titles and Datings) , and they escaped,

therefore, any subsequent attention by other scholars . As A.Chastagnol
4 )pointed out , documents referring to year 8=6 in fact refer not to 311-12

but to 313-14, and the document under discussion here should be added to the

collection of regnal years in RFBE 38. The date of the document should be

recorded as 313-14.

It may also be noted that this document is presumably not concerned with

the exemption of the sender, a sailor, from service in the state transport

service, or with guarantees for the provision of a substitute, as the first

editor supposed. In our view, we are dealing with a document in which a

sailor declares to the komarchs of seven Herakleopolite villages that he

will undertake the post of a sailor which had to be supplied by these vil-

lages on their joint responsibility. For a similar transaction, compare

P.Oxy.XIV 1626.

4. P.Grenf.II 81a.13

The published text of this papyrus was used as the basis of the entry in

CSBE s.a. 403: UTiaTetac ToG ôeonOTOu fiutöv oeoöooCou TO[Ü Y ]evv[aiolTà,Tou xa£

*PuuoppoTou T[oG] uevaXoRpenearàTOu. Subsequently, struck by the peculiarity

of the appearance here of the adjective yevvaiOTaTos for the emperor Theo-

dosius, we asked for a photograph, which was kindly provided by T.S.Pattie.

On it we read instead una/reiciQ TOÛ ÖEOUÓTOU fiuüv Seooootou l*| TOO atuvtoy

AÜYOÜOTOU nat *A.autou *P[ou]uopL6ou 15| TOO••• •

3) Cf. the remarks in RFBE viii.

4) Cf. Aion (Caesarodunum X bis, Paris 1976) 235.

5) Most of these villages are represented by two komarchs, of whom only
one is actually present at the drawing up of the document. In one instance
a village is represented by three komarchs. For the number of komarchs in
Egyptian villages (normally two in Roman and Byzantine papyri), see H.Miss-
ler, Der Komarch (Diss. Marburg/Lahn 1970) 33-34; he discusses the form of
the address of this document but wrongly assumes that there are four komarchs
mentioned in line 5: in fact one should of course read 6[i<\] ooO toO Bfle in-
stead of 6[id IOUUTOU Bfjg.
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5. P.Mich.XIV 682

This Oxyrhynchite receipt for iron is dated, by the local era years, to

22 May 496 (i.e. Pachon 27, era 172-141, indiction 4). The iron in question

was needed e[nt Tfile 5 iv6( L) H (tCuvoc) K<xTo.on.op(äc) e êniveu/l (OEMS) , which

the editor translates, "during the sowing of the 4th indiction, 5th epineme-

sis". About the passage he remarks, "the MaTaonopd for which the shaduf was

needed was to take place during the period of November-December. ... The

sowing of the 4th indiction (Nov./Dec.) provided the taxes for the 5th epi-

nemesis (starting in May). Most frequently the epinemesis was said to take

place in the future; in the present case, the sowing itself was future and

a special hint on the future character of the epinemesis was not needed. In

any case, the epinemesis started earlier in the year than the indiction."

This curious mixture of fact and fiction will not do. First the sowing

which took place during indiction 4 (495/6) happened in the fall of 495, not

that of 496, and was thus long past in May of 496. Moreover, at the time

the receipt was written, a harvest was either just finished or still under-

way; the crops of that harvest were those of the fifth "agricultural" in-

diction or epinemesis (fiscal 496/7) . The papyrus therefore is not referring

to anything happening in the future.

If HCXTaonopà were in fact to be rendered "sowing" here, we would be faced

with a delivery of iron for work which was already past. We have discussed

the uses of cntopa, onópoc and their derivatives in such phrases elsewhere

(Mnemosyne 4 ser.31, 1978, 289-90), showing that they may mean the "sowing

of the crop" or simply "crop" by itself in such a context. The sense of

"crop" here provides an appropriate sense: the iron was given during the 4th

indiction (i.e. Oxyrhynchite, 'Thoth' indiction), but during the crop of the

5th epinemesis, i.e. the fiscal indiction imposed on the crop harvested in

the spring of 496. A better translation, therefore, would be "during the 4th

indiction, crop of the 5th epinemesis".

6. P.Oxy.XII 1551

This death notice begins with a consular formula transcribed as follows :

eut CmàTuv TÛV xuptcov nuüv

AUTOHpOTÓpOJV AtOXAn[Tt.av]OÖ

TÔ ÊvaTov xat Ma£[ L lutavoO TO ri [*au]evûô

The normal formula for the year 304 (CSBE, Appendix D) ends with ÏË&O.OTÜV

after TO n. On a photograph kindly provided by Dr.R.A.Coles, we find only

exiguous traces, compatible, we believe, with a reading [Sepa]o-r[ß]v, though
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it is difficult to assign the small traces to specific letters. The text

(which is broken at the foot) presumably concluded, as is common at this

period, with unaTetexs Tfig itpoxeLuévng plus the month (Phamenoth, cf. line

12) and day, which are not given in the heading.

Similarly, editors of a number of other texts have omitted from their

restorations of imperial titulature the words EeßaoTüv or AUYOÓOTÖV, almost

invariably without justification. We have noticed the following cases where

these words must be restored:

P.Corn.20a.J,21 (303p): restore SEpaoTov after TO C " in both lines.

Aegyptus 56 (1976) 57 = SB XIV 11614.1 (303p): restore SeBaoTUv after To C ".

P.Coll.Youtie II 79.15 (311p): restore ÏEpooTruv at end.

P.Ant.I 32.5 (339p) : restore AIJYOÛOTCÛV at the end of the line after TO a'.

7. P.Oxy.XX 2285

This order to pay wheat is dated (line 7) (£TOUC) ß" 9ü>ö ~ë, which the

editors assigned to A.D.285, on the grounds that "the order was probably

issued by Aurelius Philomousos, TipctYUaTEUTi"ic of the most illustrious Ammoni-

on, who occurs in 1544. Therefore the second year probably refers to Dio-

cletian".

On turning to P.Oxy.XII 1544, we find a dating en I UTi[4]Teov «OU<PL HY ,

with the comment, "the dating by consuls (whose names are omitted) indicates

a reign not earlier than Diocletian". This formula, however, has now been

seen to belong to A.D.270, and P.Oxy.1544 is dated to that year in P.Oxy.XL,

p.25 (missed by BL VI). Year 2 in P.Oxy.2285 is thus a date in all likeli-

hood of Claudius (February-March, 270).

In Aegyptus 59 (1979) 89 appears a text which purports to contain both /

such a date eut ùmiTuv (without names) and an indiction. On examination of

the plate (Tav.Ill), however, we find that this impossible combination can

be removed in favor of the following text:

— (some traces visible)

éppö-

uoi etc n_6i a

xaOapoö?) .EÀXouç eCuoai.

aQal ae eOxouai TKÜTEP

C tvöLK(Ttovoc) 'Aôop Y nat TiàvT (ac) .

We have not succeeded in identifying the place name in line 3, nor the

measure in line 4 (editor's HOYxeXAouc is neither the right gender nor

palaeographically possible) . The last two words of line 6 were added as an

^

(=>.*. ft

n 2 31 ?
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afterthought to the greeting in line 5. We date the papyrus to the 4th

century A.D.

8. P.Oxy.XXXIV 2717

This papyrus contains two epikephalaion receipts: lines 1-13, recording

a payment of 1,200 dr. in accordance with the orders of the catholicus Mem-

mius Rufus; and lines 14-18, with a further payment of 800 dr. by the same

man. The signer in both parts is the systates Chosion. The first receipt is

for, according to the editor, ToO EVEOTÜTOC. ta (ÏTOUC.) Hat [t (ÎTOUC.) nat

y (êTouc)] of Diocletian and Maximian (294/5), the second for years 13-12-5

(296/7). The difference naturally arouses concern, but Thomas (BASP 15, 1978,

188 n.16), after checking the original, supported the editor's reading of

alpha as the broken letter after iota.

Despite the weight of this autopsy, we are troubled by finding the same

systates in office two years apart; nor is a receipt concerning more than

one year found otherwise in the epikephalaion texts (see the table, P.Oxy.

XLII, p.101). And no other text, as Parsons points out there, records a

payment covering a year earlier than 296/7. A slide provided by Dr.R.A.Coles

and a print made from it, shows the numeral in question written as follows:

I '̂t(,>ftJ ' )

We believe that iy$ is the best reading of the traces, and the date of the

receipt thus 296/7 as a whole. In this event, Memmius Rufus' date raust be

pushed to 296/7, and the significance of his prohibition of renomination of

dekaprotoi who served after 285/6 (P.Oxy.XII 1410, cf. BASP 15, 1978, 186-

87) seems more likely to refer to the problems caused by renomination of

those who served in either the first or the second épigraphe cycles (287/8

-291/2 and 292/3-296/7) for service in the third cycle (297/8-301/2).

9. P.Princ.II 81 = III 181

In line 3 of this papyrus (published twice, the second editor not knowing

of the first version), both editors restored [month and day] after the title

comes following the name of the consul Sallustius. One would, however, ex-

pect normally to have TÖV XaunpoTdrov in this place. The month and day in

documents of this period are often found at the end following the phrase

ùnaTEtac Tfic npoKei-uivnc., and we believe that this must have stood in line

18.
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10. P.Ross.Georg.Ill 50

This text, addressed to the stratelates and pagarch Fl. Theodorakios

(Pros.Ars.I 5438) is dated to Epeiph 27 of indiction 2 in Arsinoe. The

editor gives 613 and 628 as the two possibilities in this man's career. The

papyrus is broken at top, and above the line with the month, day, indiction,

and place only one line is preserved:

n [ ]<ov T [ ]

Zereteli suggested that since 613 and 628 both fell under Heraclius, "dessen

Name also auch im Präscript gestanden hätte".

Now in this period all documents began with invocations, as well as regnal

formulas. Furthermore, in one of the two suggested years (628), the Persian

occupation of Egypt was still in course and no documents would have a regnal

formula of Heraclius. Moreover, the succession of letters read by Zereteli,

loiv T[, is not compatible with any sequence in known regnal titulature of

Heraclius. If it is correct, therefore, we may well look for an invocation

rather than a regnal formula.

Now Arsinoite documents of Heraclius1 reign all have the Christ formula

év ÓVÓUCXTI. TOO Muptou xat SEOHOTOU ' InooO XpuoToO TOO QEOÖ xat otorfipoc fiuûv,

which is not compatible with the reading of Zereteli (cf. Cd'E 56, 1981,

112-33 at 121). There is, however, a group of formulas in use after the Arab

conquest (641) in the Arsinoite. We have pointed out (Cd'E op.cit.,128-29)

that there are numerous papyri which have these formulas (our formulas 4A

and 4B there) and which have no absolute dates. Gascou and Worp have now

demonstrated (ZPE, forthcoming ) that SB I 4483 is to be dated to 621 (though

on very different grounds from those on which Chrysos advocated that date;

cf. RFBE 82). There is thus one clear example of a Christ, Mary and Saints

invocation before 641. It is therefore possible that this formula is to be

restored also in P.Ross.Georg.Ill 50, and that it belongs in 628. In this

event, one would restore formula 4A:

[ ... xal TflQ oEcmoivncl

fltuuv tfls SEOTÓHOU xat nàvclcov T[ÛV àyiuv]

There is, however, another possibility: P.Lond.I 113 (6.a) (p.212), dated to

2.iv in a 15th indiction, has a Holy Trinity, Mary and Saints invocation

(formula 3C), with no regnal formula. We argued in Cd'E (p.121) that this

formula, characteristic of Phocas' reign, should be dated to 612, at the

very start of Heraclius' reign. It may be possible that the P.Ross.Georg.Ill

50 comes from 21.Til.613, some 15 months later, and also had this formula.

The restoration of line 1 would be the same, however, as the formulas end

with the same words. On the other hand, it is also possible that both texts
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are to be dated to 643; P.Lond.I 113 (10) [p.222] = W.Chrest.8 mentioning

the same Theodorakios dates from 639/640.

11. P.Wise.II 61

This papyrus, containing an oath of a katasporeus, was written in Oxy-

rhynchus on 24.xii.303. The dating formula of the document, lines 24-28, is

read by the editor of the papyrus as follows:

24 [ (êtouc) H Hat (ÉTOUS) ] to Toy [xuptjuv üuüv AioxXTyriavou

25 [x]at MagLU[lav]oö ïegaoTöv nat

26 [ (ÊTOUC) ] Lß TÖV Xu[pt ]ü)V flUÔV KtüVOTOVT tol)

27 [ n a t ] Ma£t,u.iav[o ]G TÛV énicpavEaraTcov

28 [KaUaapuv Xotax K£~.

In his note ad loc. the editor rightly refers to J.D.Thomas1 decisive de-

monstration (Cd'E 46, 1971, 173ff.) that the change from using three figures

(20 Diocletian, 19 Maximian, 12 Caesars) in regnal year datings to the use

of two figures (20 Diocletian and Maximian, 12 Caesars) fell at the very end

of the year 303 or early in 304. The apparent use in the Wisconsin papyrus

of a three-numeral regnal year formula would seem to show that news of the

change had not reached Oxyrhynchos at this date late in 303. The latest

examples of three figure-regnal year formulas in 303 are otherwise P.Oxy.

XÄCVI 2765 (20.xii.303) and Talanta 6 (1975) 41 = SB XIV 12047 (Oxy.?, 20.

xii.303) (see RFBE 14, 26, year 20-19-12 and BASP 17, 1980, 115-16). The

first use of 20-12 in the Oxyrhynchite otherwise comes in P.Oxy.XVIII 2187.4

(13.i.304); but in Karanis in the Arsinoite Nome, the new numbering was in

use already on 16.xii (P.Mich.II 900.3). The distance is not large, and

where a four-day lag may be tolerable, eight is uncomfortable.

It will be clear from the text of the dating formula as printed above

that the readings of these lines, especially those of the numerals for the

years in lines 24 and 26, are by no means beyond doubt. Furthermore, the

supplement of line 24 (4 letters plus 2 symbols for year) seems rather large

compared with the restorations at the start of line 25 (was this line

somewhat indented?) and lines 26-28 (one may assume that the letters xat in

lines 27 and 28 were written very rapidly, and one does not need to assume

that the lacuna was as large as that of three normally shaped letters). The

left hand part of the papyrus has broken off in general rather raggedly,

with as many as 13 letters (line 2) and as few as 1 (line 25) lost.

In order to check the possibility that a shorter restoration might be used

in line 24, and to check the certainty of the reading of the numeral 19 in

this line, we obtained an enlargement of these lines from the University of
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Wisconsin Library. On the basis of this, we wish to note that (a) in lines 23-25,

the break at left is vertically straight. Therefore, if one does not allow for

indentation of line 25, one should supplement an approximately equal number of

letters at the start of these lines; (b) the reading of the numeral to is very

uncertain. The traces at the start of line 24 are very faded, and we think that

one might as well read x/. In that event, we are dealing with a two-numeral

year date, 20-12, and this papyrus is no longer the latest specimen of a three-

numeral year date, but the earliest of a two-numeral date. In consequence, we

can probably pinpoint the date of the arrival of the news in the Oxyrhynchite

as being between the 20th and 24th of December, 303.

12. SB XIV 11472

This réédition of O.Stras.654 by H.C.Youtie in 1949 (TAPA 80, 224-291 was

picked up by SB from Scriptiunculae I (Amsterdam 1973) 204-9. Line 3 reads

(ÊTOUC) LY' Mat (êTOUc) L0[' ànô _ eue .l

Now the year in question (296/7) is normally given as 13-12-5 (year 5 of the

Caesars being the third term): see RFBE 10-18. We know of no instance with

only 13-12, and we therefore restore

(£TOUC) tr' xaC (êtoug) iß[' xat (êtoue) E àno _ Suc 1

Youtie (p.227 = 207) commented, "The length of the lacunae cannot be es-

tablished with anything approaching certainty." There is thus no reason to

prefer a shorter restoration for reasons of space.

1 3. Coptic opxti Dates

In CSBE 54-60, we presented (as Appendic A-1) a list of Greek papyri in which

is used in order to indicate starting dates for indictions within the

Egyptian civil year. Now there is also Coptic documentation which shows simi-

lar use of this term, and we think it worth presenting what we have collected to

allow comparison with the Greek evidence. The list below is based on a search

through the major publications of Coptic documents listed in A.A.Schiller's

Checklist in BASP 13 (1976) 99-123; we make no claims for completeness. The

phrases containing opxC in some of these texts are given by the editors in Greek

type, and from the facsimiles we have been able to check, some of them seem in

fact in a script distinguishable from the regular Coptic handwriting of their

documents. We have not singled these out in the table. The texts are all

papyri except for the ostraka cited from WS, CO, and KOW, and for the in-

scriptions from Aegyptus 11 (1930-31).
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Day

Pachon

Pauni

Epeiph

Thoth

Phaophi

6

6

10

1 1

11
237)

28

28

—
4

6

10

10

17

—
1

1

8

Ind.

14

7

3

105)

lost

6

1

10

6

6

3

11

7

6

6

9

12(?)

3

Date

VIII

?
VIII

VII-VIII

early VIII

early VIII

VII-VIII

VI

early VIII

1 .v.734

S.v. 723

VI

VI
•p

6.x. 719

Provenance

Hermopolis?

?

Hermopolis?

Hermopolis?

Djeme

Djeme

Hermopolis?

Aswan
•3

Djeme

D j erne

Hermopolis?

Djeme

Aswan

Aswan

Coptos

Wadi Sarga

Djeme

Document

Ryl 146

BKÜ III 400

Ryl 214

Ryl 194

ROW 93

CO 4158)

Ryl 319

Aeg.11 , 274, no.

Herrn 74

CO 4149)

KRU 106.246

BKU III 427101

KRU 3611)

Aeg.11 , 269, no.

Aeg.11, 269, no.

VC 30

WS 173. 712'

KRU 35.80

25

13

14

As far as provenances are known, all of these texts come from Upper Egypt. The

great majority {15 of 18) fall into the three summer months, with the number

steadily diminishing as one leaves Pachon behind. This practice is in conformity

with Upper Egyptian practice in the Greek papyri (cf. CSBE20, 25-26). The numbers

of the remaining cases are too small to allow any conclusion to be reached about

them, but like similar cases in the Greek papyri, they are probably simply

errors. At all events, the evidence does suggest that the Pachon beginning of

the indictional year in Upper Egypt did not end with the Greek documents.

New York
Amsterdam

Roger S.Bagnall
Klaas A.Worp

6) The editor read 18, but on the basis of a photograph kindly provided by
the John Rylands Library we think that the numeral of the indiction is just
an iota followed by a numeral marking, not iota eta.

7) This seems the most likely reading (alternative: Pauni 3?); cf. Crum's
remarks on the text and cf. n.8 below.

8) Same hand as CO 414.

9) Same hand as CO 415.

10) The reading of the name of the month is, however, insecure.

11) W.C.Till, Datierung und Prosopographie der koptischen Urkunden aus
Theben (Wien 1962) 23, dates to 723. KRU 37, of the same year (ind.7),
mentions apx9 in line 11 but lacks a month date with that reference. Another
such monthless reference occurs in KRU 42.5 (725/6).

12) The interpretation of this document, i.e. Thoth 1 = ApxC 12th indiction,
is not certain.


